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ABSTRACT

Since the early 1920s, disc brake squeal has been an issue forthe automobile industry due to dissatisfied customer’s
complaints and the accompanying warranty costs. Despite a good deal of progress having been made in predicting
brake squeal propensity, not all mechanisms are known and brake squeal remains unpredictable and highly fugitive. In
recent years, research has been focused on brake squeal due to the mode-coupling type of instability, leaving out the
primary friction-induced mechanisms such as stick-slip. In this paper, the acoustic radiation of simplified brake systems,
in the form of a pad rubbing on both a plate and disc, is investigated. The radiation efficiency and acoustic power are
calculated using the acoustic boundary element method, specifically ESI‘s Fast Multipole Solver (DFMM) implemented
in VAOne. Results show that there exist some frequencies at which squeal occurs but which are predicted by the complex
eigenvalue method. These frequencies do not correspond to the frequencies of the rotor modes and are here referred to
as ’instantaneous’ pad-modes causing a friction-induced instability. The frequencies of these instantaneous modes are
dependent on the material properties of the pad and the contact conditions. Radiation efficiency due to pressure variations
changes less, than due to friction coefficient variations. Further, it is shown, that pad-modes are acoustically relevant and
especially active at lower pressures.

INTRODUCTION

Research on disc brake squeal has increased substantially in
the past decade [1] because of continuing reductions in inte-
rior vehicle noise and the increasing number of noise-related
warranty claims being lodged. Most customers perceive brake
squeal to be an indication of a faulty brake system or are sim-
ply annoyed by it and likely to be dissatisfied with their auto-
mobiles. Hence, friction material suppliers allocate morethan
half their budgets to dealing with noise, vibration and harshness
(NVH) problems [2] in very costly time consuming testing pro-
cedures [3]. According to Akay [4], up to US $1 billion was
spent on NVH issues in North America in the early 2000s. As
a consequence, there has been significant progress made in un-
derstanding the generation of brake squeal and in developing
numerical methods for analysing its propensity as, for example,
can be seen in recent reviews [5–12]. However, as pointed out
by Oberst & Lai [1], the problem of predicting and reducing
brake squeal propensity remains as challenging as ever. This
is because the nature of brake squeal is fugitive, transient, and
often non-repeatable due to its high dependency on a large num-
ber of interacting parameters, such as contact conditions,mate-
rial properties and ever-changing operating conditions.

Mechanisms investigated so far which are thought to be respon-
sible for brake squeal include stick-slip [13–15], negative gradi-
ent of friction coefficient with sliding velocity∂ µk

∂ vs
[16], sprag-

slip [17], mode coupling or binary flutter [18], hammering [19],
parametric resonances [20, 21] and moving loads [22]. Other
mechanisms sometimes mentioned include thermo-elastic in-
stability (TEI) [23, 24], viscous instability [25] and stick-slip-
separation waves [26–28].

The brake rotor with its large surface area is a major sound radi-
ator [29] and can be modelled as an annular disc. The governing
equations originate from plate theory [30, 31] for which a circu-
lar structure with applied rotation is a special case and is found
in research based on circular saws or computer hard drives [32].
In a first approximation, annular discs can be seen as plates [31]
which are differentiated as being thin or thick. A review of thick
plate theories has been written by [33] and a thick plate’s par-
ticularly non-linear behaviour has been described by [30]. For
circular saws, thin plate theory is often used but for a brakero-
tor, thick plate theory due to the influence of in-plane modes
becomes more relevant, as systematically investigated in [34],
with reference to brake squeal. However, these review articles
cover only structural analyses. A comprehensive book, which
also deals with theacoustic properties of plates and, among
other structures, annular discs, has been written by [31]. How-
ever, as stated by [35], little is yet known concerning their
acoustic radiation. The evolution in the analysis of sound radia-
tion due to squeal by using a simplified brake rotor can be clas-
sified into three categories: circular plates, annular discs and
brake rotors, as given in Table1. Circular plates have a negli-
gible inner radius; in practical investigations often withonly a
hole, to be fixed as, for instance, a saw blade. Enlarging the hole
by increasing the inner radius leads to annular discs which can
be either thin, as for a computer hard drive, or thick. Symmet-
rical structures such as discs have double-bending modes so-
called doublets due to radial asymmetry [6]. These modes, with
radial diameters, split into modes of the same shape, but with
90◦ phase difference and are called co-sine and sine modes,
having the same natural frequency. Due to rotation the num-
ber of modal peaks found in the forced response spectrum in-
creases caused by mode splitting, which means, the doublets
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develop different frequencies [36–38]. Thick annular discs are
good approximations of a brake rotor‘s cheeks and are able
to display the similar pure out-of-plane/in-plane modes asa
real brake rotor [35]. From Table1, most brake squeal research
has been directed towards the analysis of structural vibrations
of discs and rotors. Only in recent years has the radiation of
brake rotors been investigated by numerical methods in acous-
tics, [35, 39, 40]. Frictional contact and its effects on sound
radiation have mostly been neglected for numerical analysis
of brake squeal. By testing different materials on plates and
plotting the radiation efficiency over the potential sound power
level and the airborne sound power level a frictional sound map,
has been developed [41, 42]. Only recently, an investigation
into the sound radiation of a simplified brake system for unsta-
ble vibration modes predicted by the complex eigenvalue anal-
ysis (CEA) has been undertaken using the acoustic boundary
element method (BEM) [43, 44].

In this paper, the sound radiation of simplified brake systems,
in the form of firstly, a pad-on-plate and secondly, an annular
disc in contact with an isotropic or anisotropic pad-on-disc is
studied by analysing the effect of changes in pressure and fric-
tion coefficient on the radiated acoustic power and radiation ef-
ficiency. This complements the vibrational study performedon
these structures in [65]. As guidelines for setting up the struc-
tural model and performing the acoustic calculations, the rec-
ommendations from [66] and the methods described in [67] are
applied. The pad-on-plate system, as described by Chen [12],
is used because it does only exhibit pure pad-mode instabili-
ties and no interactions with the mode coupling of split modes
[65]. The isotropic pad-on-disc system is analysed in terms of
acoustic power by including global structural damping and vari-
ations in the number of constrained nodes, using stiffened and
compliant boundary conditions (BC) [67]. Finally, the effect of
material properties of the pad materials on the acoustic radia-
tion of the anisotropic pad-on-disc system used in the structural
analysis [65] is studied.

NUMERICAL MODELS

In this paper, three different models are used. In general,plate-
models consist of a slider on a moving plate, similar to the an-
alytical models used in [68, 69] but with elasticity and area
contact. These models represent a simplified annular disc cut
open and stretched to a plate. As previously analysed simpli-
fied brake systems are fcoussed on mode-coupling instability
due to the merging of the split modes [43, 60, 44], this type of
instability is not expected for a plate model due to the loss of
its annular structure.Disc-models consist of a pad on a mov-
ing disc. In the following section, the four models studied are
briefly described.

• Plate-models:
(I) isotropic pad: translational moving steel plate; vari-

ation: friction coefficient, pressure
(II) transversely isotropic pad: NA (studied in [65],

but left out in the present paper)
• Disc-models:

(III) isotropic pad: rotating thick annular disc; varia-
tion: friction coefficients; material

(IV) transversely isotropic pad: isotropic steel back -
plate; rotating thick annular disc; variation: fric-
tion coefficient, material constants with pressure

The form factor (size, geometrical features) remains the same
for the isotropic/an-isotropic pad-on-plate/disc modelsexcept
that, for the an-isotropic pad, a back-plate is attached to the
lining material which results in higher out-of-plane stiffness.
Since the total thickness remains the same, the lining thickness
has to be reduced. Henceforth, the emphasis is on model I and
model IV, as model I approximates an experiment performed

Table 1: Table of works related to radiation of discs and ro-
tors.BC, Π, n andq, spl, µ, σ stand for boundary conditions,
acoustic power level, number of nodal lines and radial diame-
ters, sound pressure level, friction coefficient and acoustic radi-
ation efficiency

Circular Plates
Author Findings

Irie et al. vibration; plate
[45, 46] - clamped-freeBC similar eigenvalues for radial
1979/82 thickness variation (linear, parabolic, exponential)

- natural frequencies as function of disc parameters
Weisensel vibration; plate/disc
[45, 46] - overview for stationary natural frequencies
1989 - covers different theories of elastic plates/discs
Rdzanek et al. vibraion/radiation; plate/disc
[47–50] - circular plate far simpler than annular disc
2000−2003 - oscillating mutual active/ reactiveΠ vs kr
Annular Discs
Author Findings

Lee & Sing vibration/radiation; forced disc
[51] - no change inσ up tovrot = 100Hz
1994 - axisymmetric radiate better asymmetric modes

- multimodal excitation couples acoustic modes
Beslin & Nicolas vibration/radiation; forced disc
[52] - rotating: stationary turn into rotating modes
1996 - rotating waves non-radiating or radiating
Cote et al. radiation, forced disc
[53, 37] - theory of rotating (thin) plate
1994/98 - eigenfrequencies dependent on speed

- rotation: modes with more nodal diameters and
split modes at high frequency radiate better

Ewins vibration; discs
[38] - axially/cyclically symmetry: phase-shifted doublets
2000 - axial symmetry lost: mode splitting

- pad excitation equals multimodal excitation
Lee & Singh vibration/radiation; forced disc
[54–56, 35, 39] - thick better than thin plate theory
2002−2005 - for radiation problem sufficient: structural mode

synthesis, Rayleigh integral or cylindrical radiator
- thick plate theory: modal coupling (MC) weak
- hat-structure: coupling in-/out-of-plane modes
- multi-mode excitation:MC, but weak effect onΠ
- annular disc: adequate in-&out-of-plane modes
- Π high for coupled split modes or
modes with same nodal diameter
- low Π: in-plane modes
- high Π: in-&out-of-plane coupling only ifn = q

Kinkaid et al. vibration; forced/pressurised disc
[57, 58] - vibration of simplified rotor in time domain
2004 - sliding: radial impuls with decceleration

at low speed while sliding
- bursts travel in contact patch non-constant speed
- low speeds: circumferential
& radial coupling strong

Loesche vibration; pressurised disc
[59] - one side contact, simplified brake system as in [44]
2009 - area contributions in external acoustics show

energy reflection effect due to geometry
Oberst & Lai vibration/radiation; forced/pressurised disc
[43, 60, 61] - FE/BE analysis of unstable vibration modes
2009 - in vicinity of transition point highestspl

- increased positive real part:spl not higher
- aperiodic tori and intermittent chaos
- Π oscillates and maximum at transition point
- critical µ not confirmed by means of BEM

Brake Rotors
Author Findings

Flint & Hald full brake system
[62] - increasingspl: −travelling wave
2003 - decliningSPL: stationary wave, then+ travelling

- Modal domain: standing wave has zero real part
Bea & Wickert vibration; forced disc/rotor
[63], [7] - connection: annular disc/brake rotors
2000 - parameter study of hat-depth-ratio

- disc& hat-structure: no pure disc-bending
Patching vibration/radiation; forced brake system
[64] - assembled brake system: but no friction or pressure
2006 - peak ofσ lower in frequency than rotor alone

- stationary behaviour the same as rotor alone
Semilefendigil vibration/radiation; forced rotor
[40] - brake rotor out-of-plane modes giveσ ∈ [0.4,0.9]
2006 - in-planeσ small
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by Chen [12] and model IV provides the opportunity to inves-
tigate the influence of the lining material properties due tothe
lining‘s compressibility under load on the acoustic radiation.
In Figure1(a), the pad-on-plate (II) and in (b) the pad-on-disc
(IV) model are depicted. The isotropic material propertiesof
pad-on-disc model I are modally updated via FEM to closely
match three plate frequencies, 5.7, 8.2 and 11kHz, identified in
the experiment of Chen [12]. For the elastic modulus and the
Poisson’s ratio, 210GPa and 0.305 are used, the density is cal-
culated from the weights of the pin (110g) and the plate (648g)
as 8025 and 7744kg/m3.Thus, under free-free boundary con-
ditions, the threeplate-modes are found at(p,q) = (1,1) =
5774.8Hz, (0,1) = 8083.3Hz and (1,0) = 11044Hz. p and q
are the nodal lines in the longitudinal and transverse in-plane di-
rections, respectively [70]. In order to investigate the influence
of material property changes of the brake lining in model IV,
data taken from Yuhas et al. [71] are given in Figure2 and Ta-
bles2 & 3 for 5 different pressures: 0.001,0.5,2.5,5 and 8MPa.
The material points,M1−M4, specify the elastic constants at
each of the four pressures and are used for model IV. For all the
other models, calculations are made either at a given pressure
with a range of material properties or at given material proper-
ties with a range of pressures.
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Figure 1: (colour online) (a) isotropic pad-on-plate model(I)
and (b) anisotropic pad-on-disc model (IV)

Table 2: Material parameters for models I-IV

Models/ Constant Plate/Disc Lining Backplate
No. Elements

is
ot

ro
pi

c I/6,312 E GPa 210/110 180/210 −−
III/26,153 ν 0.305/0.28 0.3/0.3 −−

ρ kg/m3 7744/7100 8025/7200 −−

a
ni

so
tr

op
ic II/ – Ei jGPa –/146 207

IV/ 31,355 ν −−/0.29 see Table3
ρ kg/m3 −−/7100 7860

Table 3: An-isotropic lining material properties according to
Figure2 dependend on pressure [71] for modelIV

Pressure MPa p0 p1 p2 p3 p4

Material Constant 10−3 0.5 2.5 5.0 8.0

E33GPa 1.9 1.9 2.5 4.0 4.3
E22 = E11GPa 12.8 12.8 13.0 13.1 13.2

G12GPa 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3
G13 = G23GPa 4.0 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6

ν23 = ν13 0.51 0.51 0.41 0.32 0.30
ν32 = ν31 0.08 0.08 0.105 0.11 0.115
ν12 = ν21 0.08 0.08 0.105 0.11 0.115
ρkg/m3 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500

The numerical simulations are performed using ABAQUS 6.8-
4. TheFinite Sliding formulation is chosen to model the contact
with a kinematic constraint contact algorithm and a constant
friction coefficient. In order to determine mesh-independent pad
modes, a mesh study was undertaken [67]. The main findings
of this mesh independence study are:

(1.) Convergence in unstable vibration modes predicted by
the complex eigenvalue analysis (CEA) depends on the

mesh resolution: if the mesh is too coarse, unstable modes
might change easily with friction coefficients and/or too
many modes might be predicted to be unstable (depend-
ing on the element type).

(2.) For pad modes, the mesh has to be significantly finer
especially in the contact zone in order to obtain a con-
verged solution. The mesh resolution is dependent on
the elastic properties of the lining as well: Stiffer materi-
als need to be meshed with a finer mesh than compliant
lining.

(3.) Especially for a steel pad, due to variations in the mesh
refinement resulting in small numerical stiffness changes,
the mesh has to be even finer in the contact zone than
for an anisotropic lining material. Here especially the in-
plane stiffness seems to be important.

The meshs used here give a difference in the estimate of fre-
quency of less than 1% when the number of elements is in-
creased by around 298%. The number of elements and their
type and the material properties for the four models are de-
picted in Table2. Only incompatible modes elements (C3D8I)
for improved bending behaviour are used [72]. The material
properties of model IV are taken from Yuhas et al. [71] as
shown in Table2 for a pressure of 0.5MPa (M1 in Figure2).
In Table2, for models II and IV, only the reference material
properties, are given.
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Figure 2: (color online) Material properties of measurements
taken from Yuhas et al. [71]. The position of the markers (ma-
terial pointsM1 - M4) indicate the values taken for a parameter
study presented later in this chapter.

For the acoustic calculations, ESI’s VAOne Fast Multipole Solver
has been used, as recommended in [67]. Throughout this study,
the speed of sound is set toc = 340m/s and the fluid‘s density
to ρ = 1.3kg/m3. For the acoustic power, the dB values greater
than 68.51dB would be detected as squeal on a dynamometer
test rig and performance tests, according to [73, 74], assuming
a monopole source with a≥ 70dB sound pressure level in a
distance of 0.5m.

ACOUSTIC RADIATION OF FRICTION SYSTEMS

Isotropic Pad-on-plate (I)

The structural vibration of the pad-on-plate model I has been
analysed using FEM in [65] whereas in here, the radiated acous-
tic power in the frequency range of 2.5 to 6.5kHz is plotted in
Figure3, for pressures from 10−3 to 8MPa and friction coeffi-
cients from 0.05 to 0.65. As reference, the acoustic power level
for a potential squeal record is depicted by a horizontal dash-
dotted line: Only, if the acoustic power level exceeds this limit,
squeal would be recorded in the automotive industry according
to the standard SAEJ2521 [73]. For comparison, the acoustic
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power of the plate alone without the pad is depicted. It can be
seen that only the plate mode at resonancef1 peaks up.

The pad-on-plate model basically has two types of system modes:
one type dominated by plate motion (e.g.f1), and the other type
dominated by pad motion (e.g.f2− f4). With increasing pres-
sure and an increasing friction coefficient, the acoustic power
increases. Pad modes at resonancesf2 to f4 show the strongest
change in acoustic power with variation ofµ compared to the
resonance atf1 when the friction coefficient is varied. This re-
sult shows that the instability previously studied by meansof ki-
netic energy and non-linear times series analyses [65] is acous-
tically relevant. Further, the influence of pressure and friction
coefficient on the acoustic power is very similar to that on the
kinetic energy spectrum presented in [75].
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Figure 3: (colour online) Acoustic power over frequency for
pressuresp0 = 10−3MPa to p4 = 8.0MPa over friction coeffi-
cientsµ ∈ {0.05,0.25,0.45,0.65}

In Figure4, the peak acoustic power for a (a) constantµ over a
range of pressuresp and a (b) constantp over a range of friction
coefficientsµ is depicted. Also, as a reference, the logarithm of
the identity function and its square are plotted. From theserefer-
ence functions, it is obvious, that similar relationships as for the
kinetic energy [65] are found: for each friction coefficient, the
effect of pressure on the acoustic power is more consistent than
its effect due to varying friction coefficient at constant pressure.
Especially for pressures above 1MPa this is obvious, and the
relationship between pressure and acoustic power can be as-
sumed to be more predictable than the relationship between the
acoustic power and the friction coefficient and approximates
the behaviour of a quadratic function. Further, it can be ob-
served from4 (a) that the acoustic power level in resonance
f1 decreases whereas the acoustic power level inf3 increases

The radiation efficiency,σ , is the ratio of the radiated active
power per unit area to the mechanical vibration power calcu-
lated from the vibration velocity distribution [76] which is also
referred to as an infinite rigid baffle with the same surface area
and an identical velocity distribution as the structure [77–79].

σ = Π/(ρcS < v̄2 >) (1)

Here,Π corresponds to the radiated acoustic power,ρ is the
fluid‘s density,c the speed of sound,S the surface area of the
vibrating structure and< v̄2 > is the spatial average of the mean
square velocity response of the structure.

In Figure 5, the radiation efficiency for the isotropic pad-on-
plate model (I) is depicted for pressures ranging from 0.001
MPa to 8.0MPa and friction coefficients from 0.05 to 0.65. The
locations of resonancesf1 to f4 are marked and for compari-
son, the radiation efficiency of only the plate is depicted aswell
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Figure 4: (colour online) Scattering of peak amplitudes of
acoustic power exemplified by values taken at resonancesf1
and f3 (figure3) by varying (a) pressure or (b) friction coeffi-
cient, and by leaving eitherµ or p constant, respectively

and is generally higher than that of the pad-on-plate system.
However, without the contact, the plate alone would not squeal
therefore the plate alone marks only a reference whithout be-
ing actually relevant for brake squeal. Anyway, it is interesting
to note that between 5.5 and 5.8kHz, the radiation efficiency
of the pad-on-plate model is higher than the plate‘s. In thisre-
gion of higherσ , the friction coefficient produces large changes
but for a given friction coefficient, pressure has no effect on
the radiation efficiency, as shown in Figure5 as the curves of
σ for different pressures lie on top of each other for eachµ.
Secondly, the radiation efficiency for a friction coefficient of
µ = 0.05 has shows minima at location of resonancesf2− f4.
However, these minima change with increasingµ: f2 does not
show an extremum which can be associated with the former
minimum any more, the minimum atf3 moves from 5.4 to
5.2kHz and the minimum atf4 moves from 6.15 to 6.4kHz.
The global minimum in radiation efficiency occurs at around
5.2kHz and the maximum around 5.7 kHz (betweenf3 and f4).
This means that it would be quite efficient to initiate squeal
at around 5.45−5.96kHz≈ [ f3, f4]. On the other hand, around
4.5−5.3kHz≈ [ f2, f3], relatively high vibration amplitudes are
required to generate squeal. It is interesting to note that the
squeal frequency at around 5.7kHz reported in [12] is also at
this frequency, which is where the radiation efficiency has its
maximum.
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Figure 5: Radiation efficiency for pressuresp0 to p4 over fric-
tion coefficientsµ ∈ {0.05,0.25,0.45,0.65}
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Next, the dependency of the radiation efficiency on pressure
and friction coefficient is investigated. The dependency ofthe
radiation efficiency on varying pressure relative top0 = 1kPa
for a constantµ is depicted in Figure6 and expressed in terms
of ∆σ |µ=const. = (1−σpi /σp0)×100 for i ∈ {1, ...,4}: all ra-
diation efficiencies are relative to the radiation efficiency at a
pressure of 1kPa. As can be seen, at resonancesf3 and f4, the
deviations due to pressure variations are the highest but never
exceed 1%. For a smallµ, the change due to pressure varia-
tions is smaller than for the higherµ. This means that if∆σ
becomes negative, in the case of increasing pressure at highµ,
the acoustic power increases stronger than does the strength of
the underlying velocity field and vice versa. The extrema of
relative changes due to pressure variations fall almost together
with resonancesf3 (minimum) andf4 (maximum) (Figure6).
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Figure 6: Relative change of radiation efficiency for pad-on-
plate model (I) with variation in pressure and varying pressure

In Figure7, the dependency of the radiation efficiency on fric-
tion coefficients for constant pressure is analysed. For each
curve,µ was varied for one selected pressure and set into ratio
to the radiation efficiency atp0 = 1kPa andµ (∆σ |µ ). Clearly,
the friction coefficient has a much stronger influence than pres-
sure, and relative changes of up to 70% can be observed, espe-
cially in the intervals[ f2, f3] and[ f4,6.5]kHz. Qualitatively, not
many changes in Figure7 can be observed. The only remark-
able change is around 4, 5 or 6.4kHz where, the percentage of
radiation efficiency ratios due to changed friction coefficients
increases. Local Minima of∆σ |µ fall together with resonances
and with increasing pressure these minima are slightly more
pronounced.
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Figure 7: Radiation efficiency: changes with variations of fric-
tion coefficient and constant pressure

It can be concluded that varying the pressure does not signif-

icantly change the radiation characteristic of the pad-on-plate
system. In contrast, a variation of the friction coefficientmay
alter the acoustic efficiency significantly at some frequencies. If
only mode coupling is considered with no pad-modes in the fre-
quency range considered, a robust (in the sense of NVH needs)
design of a brake system should aim at a sufficiently large fre-
quency spacing and at reducingσ in critical regions.

Isotropic Pad-on-disc (III)

Figure8(a) depicts the acoustic power and (b) the radiation effi-
ciency of model III. The numbering of the dominant resonances
f1 to f15 is applied in accordance with the kinetic energy spec-
trum analysed in [65]. Compared with the kinetic energy spec-
trum studied in [65], the acoustic power spectrum looks very
similar for isotropic pad-on-disc system. However, one impor-
tant and obvious difference is shown: the isotropic pad-on-disc
system cannot squeal at the disc‘s in-plane shear mode (l = 0)
at resonance atf4 (Figure8(a)). Similar to pad modesPr, Pt
andProt, this mode is an in-plane mode which exhibits a large
amount of fed-in energy but is not predicted to be unstable by
the complex eigenvalue analysis [65].
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Figure 8: (a) Acoustic power level (Π) and (b) radiation effi-
ciency (σ ) for isotropic pad-on-disc system with (I) synchro-
nised pressure-(p) and friction coefficient (µ) variations

From structural vibration analysis alone, by looking at there-
sults of a CEA or the global kinetic energy spectrum only, it is
not possible to predict which of these in-plane modes is acous-
tically relevant. Further, by calculating the radiated acoustic
power, it can be seen from Figure8(a), that the isotropic steel
pad-on-disc already produces squeal at very low pressure val-
ues as the acoustic power in some peaks exceeds 68.51dB. In
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Figure8 (b), again the radiation efficiency for various pressures
and friction coefficients is depicted. However, the changesdue
to pressure variations are here more obvious than for the pad-
on-plate system (Figure5). For the isotropic pad-on-disc sys-
tem, the three regions of the radial, tangential and rotational
mode seem especially important, which are marked by hori-
zontal arrows within the interval boundaries (Pr,Prot) and by
a dashed box (Pt). The intervals were assigned to the span of
frequency variation prior to a complex eigenvalue extraction
step [65]. For the radial pad mode, the interval is[2.2,3.6]kHz
andProt it is the interval from[4.5,5.4]kHz. Again, as in the
case of the pad-on-plate system, changes due toµ variations
are stronger than those for variations inp. Marked by arrows
is the development ofσ with changingp or µ. Here, the in-
terval of Prot ∈ [4.5,5.4]kHz is easier to interpret as, for this
mode, the resonancef4 in the acoustic power spectrum (Fig-
ure 8(a)) vanishes after a pressure ofp1 = 0.5MPa, and the
increase inσ for increases inp andµ must be due to a decreas-
ing value of the surface velocity distribution. More difficult is
the interpretation of the other two intervals assigned toPr and
Pt . Here, in general, the radiation efficiency decreases with in-
creasingµ and p which indicates that the velocity increases
faster than the radiated acoustic power. This is especiallytrue
for the unstablen = 3 mode atf5 predicted by CEA and for
the stable mode atf6. The radial and tangential pad modes
Pr and Prot (dashed square) show high radiation efficiencies
at low pressures and high friction coefficients, or at low fric-
tion coefficients only. This confirms the assumption that these
modes, if present in the acoustic power spectrum, are prone to
squeal in the low-pressure regime at low friction coefficients
with only a small surface normal velocity necessary to initiate
squeal. For pressures greater than 0.5MPa, the radial pad mode
is no longer visible in the acoustic power spectrum, but its ef-
fects are still perceivable in the radiation efficiency, as shown
in Figure8(b). Also, the∆σ |µ is up to 20% higher than that of
the pad-on-plate system, which suggests that for model III vari-
ations in pressure being more important than for the pad-on-
plate model I. In Figure9 (a), changes in radiation efficiency,
relative to a pressure ofp0 = 0.001kPa for a constantµ, are
depicted. Changes, of up to 20%, can be observed around pad
modesPr, Pt andProt . The differences relative to the values of
the reference pressure increase for both increasing pressure and
increasing friction coefficient. Again, changes in the radiation
efficiency are mainly due to variations inµ. The contributions
due to pressure changes are smaller (Figure9 (b)) which is sim-
ilar to observations in the pad-on-plate model I (Figure6 and
7). However, the difference between∆σ |µ and∆σ |p decreases
(of now only a maximum span difference of 17%), indicating,
that the pressure becomes more important. Also, as for model
I, at resonances, the change of the radiation efficiency due to
pressure is highest if the friction coefficient remains constant.
In Figure9 (b), only changes relative to a friction coefficient
of µ = 0.05 for a pressure of 8MPa are depicted as, in com-
parison with other pressures, no significant differences are ob-
served. For the isotropic pad-on-disc it can be stated as well
that from the analysis of the radiation efficiency the main con-
tributing factor to changes in the radiation efficiency liesin the
variation of the friction coefficient. Further, it is interesting that
minima of radiation efficiency mostly lie closeby resonancefre-
quencies and that only the disc‘s in-plane shear model = 0
gives an exposed peak and an increase in radiation efficiency
with increasing friction coefficient. The sidebands of resonance
f6 andPr,Pt show the highest positive change to friction coeffi-
cient variations, indicating high squeal propensity here prior to
µ increases.

Case Study (Model III)

Next, for the isotropic pad-on-disc model, the acoustic power
is calculated at frequencies of all vibration modes calculated by

the complex eigenvalue method in the frequency range of 1−
7kHz for friction coefficients from 0.05 to 0.65. Calculations
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are performed at only selected frequencies of interest rather
than over a whole frequency range which greatly reduces the
computational time required. The pressure is kept at a low value
of 1kPa. The use of frequencies extracted by means of a com-
plex eigenvalue analysis step gives a little fuzziness as the in-
vacuo modes do not represent the globally damped system‘s re-
sponse due to excitation [65] which can influence the exact fre-
quency and, hence, the vibration response at resonance. How-
ever, the deviation of the frequency of unstable modes deter-
mined by CEA from the resonance peak in the forced response
is, on average, below 1.2%. The three cases studied are listed
below.

(A) undamped system modes, pad constrained with first and
last 10% of nodes (stiffened boundary condition, see
[67]); n = 4 andn = 5 split modes become unstable;

(B) case A but with global structural damping ofζ = 0.4%;
n = 4 andn = 5 split modes become unstable; and

(C) compliant boundary condition with global structural damp-
ing ζ = 0.4%; n = 3 andn = 5 split modes unstable.

For the system with stiffened BC the pad modes, as for those in
the isotropic pad-on-plate model (I), do not fall in the frequency
range of 1−7kHz.
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Case A In Figure 10, the undamped stiff system of case A
is investigated. In total, 18 modes are extracted but only the
most prominent modes are plotted in thicker lines and marked
by arrows. All other modes, are plotted in dotted lines. The two
transition points, which are the points where the split modes
merge, are denoted byT P1 andT P2. The transition point con-
sists at thex axis of the critical friction coefficient and on the
y−axis of the acoustic power, the two coupled modes radiate.
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Figure 10: Case A: undamped isotropic pad-on-disc system
(III) with stiffened boundary conditions- pad modesabsent in
frequency range investigated

As in the model at hand, only split modes merge, which have
the same modeshape, it is expected, that the radiated acoustic
power is the same for both modes if they coupled and radiate at
the same frequency. In Figure11clearly, after the modes merge,
the radiated acoustic powers of the two split modes are identi-
cal, indicating that they vibrate at the same frequency. However,
for most friction coefficient values, other modes such as the
q = 3 in-plane mode (star mode), radiate more acoustic power
than the unstable out-of-plane modes.

Case B In Figure11, the acoustic power of the damped pad-
on-disc model (III) is depicted. Evidently, the overall level of
acoustic power is reduced and most of the modes no longer
oscillate with increasing friction coefficient. For the complex
eigenvalue analysis it is known and suggested in [80] to in-
corporate frictional damping by applying a friction law with a
negative slope of the friction coefficient due to increasingrela-
tive velocity: By doing this, many modes, being previously pre-
dicted to be unstable are damped out and the prediction qual-
ity is enhanced. This effect of damping is here also encoun-
tered but by applying global structural damping. The unstable
n = 4 mode radiates maximum acoustic power atµ = 0.4 even
though the critical coefficient of friction is at aµ = 0.15. A
mode-merging in terms of acoustic power is no longer clearly
visible at exactly the transition pointsT P1 andT P2. The same
holds true for then = 5 mode where the critical friction coef-
ficient is determined by the complex eigenvalue method to be
0.35 but the acoustic power for the positive and negative trav-
elling waves is equal only atµ = 0.41 which is an effect of
system behaviour, due to the participation of other modes and
structural damping, both absent for the CEA. In addition, previ-
ous findings in [43, 44] show that the critical friction coefficient
does not necessarily indicate whether the system starts squeal-
ing. This is confirmed here by the unstable modesn = 4 and
n = 5, for which the maximum acoustic power occurs at fric-
tion coefficients different fromµcrit at T P. This means that ei-
ther squeal starts at the maximum or that the increase in acous-
tic power and the difference between the value found at the
transition point and its maximum value would represent a po-
tential of increasing acoustic power amplitude in the time do-
main. Generally in a first approximation it is assumed, that at
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Figure 11: Case B: damped isotropic pad-on-disc system (III)
with stiffened boundary conditions - pad modesabsent in fre-
quency range investigated

higher speeds (lower friction coefficients), the system behaves
stable. By increasing the friction coefficient, a quasi-time de-
pendent analysis in the frequency domain is performed, as itis
assumed, that in the course of the braking process, the vehicle
is slowed down and as such also the relative velocity between
pad and disc decreases, leading to higher friction.
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Figure 12: Case C: damped isotropic pad-on-disc system (III)
with compliant boundary conditions- pad modespresent in fre-
quency range investigated

Case C The acoustic power for the 21 modes of case C is
depicted in Figure12. The system is more compliant and the
pad modes previously found above 7kHz now occur at around
3.8kHz [67]. They are denoted byPr, Pt andProt , in accordance
with [65], and stand for radial, tangential and rotational pad
modes, respectively. Then = 3 andn = 5 modes are predicted
to be unstable. The acoustic power of the pad modes exhibits os-
cillatory behaviour with increasing friction coefficient.Modes
close to the pad-mode frequencies such as the(0,0,2−,0) or
(0,0,3,0)-mode, seem to be influenced by these oscillations.
These oscillations have been observed in contour plots of acous-
tic power over the frequency and friction coefficients in Oberst
and Lai [44]. This highlights the effects of the friction coeffi-
cient on the acoustic power radiation of pad modes, causing
them to fluctuate with a trend towards higher values [65].

In this case study, it is shown that: (1) global damping is nec-
essary in order to isolate unstable modes predicted by the com-
plex eigenvalue method and to damp out oscillations in acous-
tic power; (2) the radiated acoustic power of pad modes oscil-
late with the friction coefficient and influence the neighbour-
ing modes like the radial in-plane disc modes(0,0,2−,0) and
(0,0,3,0), so that their acoustic power also oscillates ; and (3)
the maximum of acoustic power does not occur at critical fric-
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tion coefficient but shortly after the critical coefficient or the
transition point, which might represent a potential of increase
in acoustic power level.
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Figure 13: Acoustic power and radiation efficiency for
anisotropic pad-on-disc model (IV) with synchronised pressure
and friction coefficient variations

Anisotropic Pad-on-Disc (IV)

Figure13(a) depicts the acoustic power spectrum for different
pressures, with a range of friction coefficients at each pressure.
Similar to the kinetic energy spectrum in [65], the radiated
acoustic power increases with increasing pressure or friction
coefficient. The increase in acoustic power at resonances ofpad
modesPt andProt due to increases in the friction coefficient is
significantly higher than for modes associated with other reso-
nances. Also interesting is the vanishing ofPr andProt after the
pressure is increased top1 = 0.5MPa. Although the main move-
ment of the three pad modes is in-plane, these modes are acous-
tically relevant because the disc vibration at this frequency has
an out-of-plane component which is vibrationally active. How-
ever, at very low pressures such asp0 = 0.001MPa, the acous-
tic power is very small, less than 68.52dB, which means that
in 0.5m distance the brake noise recorded would be below a
sound pressure level (SPL) of 70dB and hence not counted as
squeal [74]. It is not clear at which exact pressure between
p0 = 0.001MPa andp1 = 0.5MPa the pad-on-disc system is
able to produce noise above SPL=70dB. In Figure13 (b), the
spectrum of radiation efficiency is depicted for variationsin
friction coefficient and pressure. Below 1.8kHz, the radiation
efficiency is largely unchanged. Above 1.8kHz, σ increases
with increasing pressure, but again the friction coefficient has a
much stronger effect onσ especially at 2−3kHz. Above 3kHz

the σ mainly decreases with increasing pressure andµ. Pad
modesPr andPt only have higher values ofσ for low friction
coefficients or, in the case ofp0 = 0.001MPa, wherePr is still
identifiable in the acoustic power spectrum of Figure13 (a).
Although the acoustic power increases withµ, the velocity dis-
tribution becomes far stronger so that the radiation efficiency
decreases, thereby indicating higher squeal propensity atthe
beginning of a brake stop. The radiation efficiency of the un-
stable mode(0,3+,0,0), at a squeal frequency around 3kHz,
is almost unaffected by pressure or friction coefficient. For fre-
quencies above 5kHz, the radiation efficiency of the rotational
pad modeProt at a friction coefficient ofµ = 0.65 andp0.

Figure14displays the change of the radiation efficiency due to
(a) pressure and (b) friction coefficient variations relative to the
reference values ofp0 = 0.001MPa andµ = 0.05, respectively.
In Figure14 (a), differences in the radiation efficiency up to
20% are obtained indicating the importance of prescribing pres-
sure in the calculations of acoustic radiation. In the neighbour-
hood ofPr, Pt andProt, the radiation efficiency changes signif-
icantly their maxima are no longer as clearly aligned with the
resonances of the acoustic power spectrum as it was the case
for the isotropic pad-on-disc system (Figure9 (a)). In Figure
14(b), changes inσ due to variations inµ indicate that, friction
coefficient variations are most influential.
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CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown in this paper that vibrations initiated by pad-
modes vibrations are also acoustically relevant for pad-on-disc
systems such as models III and IV. For the steel lining material
(model III) or the more realistic lining material of model IV,
pad modes investigated radiate efficient at low pressures and
lower friction coefficients as can be seen from plots of radia-
tion efficiency. However, for model IV, as the acoustic power
is relatively low atp0 = 1kPa, squeal might not occur. Its tran-
sition to audible squeal lies somewhere in the region between
1kPa and 0.5MPa. In contrast to model IV, for the isotropic
pad-on-disc model, even very low pressures lead to squeal, as
the acoustic power is much higher at for instance 1kPa. This
confirms assumptions in [81, 65] and highlights the differences
and similarities between beam-on-disc setups and real brake
systems.

It can be concluded, that (1) squeal propensity is higher at lower
pressures, (2) radial and rotational pad modesPr andProt are an
additional source of instability and might lead to squeal with
high sound power and high radiation efficiency for model IV in
the interval of]0.001,0.5MPa] for model III even at 1kPa, and
(3) kinetic energy for the tangential pad mode is not consumed
by other squeal mechanisms as is the case for the in-planel = 0
shear mode. For higher pressures, as the acoustic power is not
attenuated, it can be assumed that squeal is still an issue atthe
frequency ofPt but that, simultaneously, more energy is either
dissipated or fed in, as expressed by lower radiation efficiencies,
prior to higher mean squared velocities.

Further, it has been found that the friction coefficient has a
much stronger influence on the radiation efficiency than pres-
sure for all three models I, III and IV. Pressure is more im-
portant for the two pad-on-disc models III/IV. A higher non-
linearity and less consistent behaviour of the fed-in energy is
found for varying the friction coefficient than for varying the
pressure: changes in acoustic power due to increasing pressure
can be approximated by a squared function. This statement can-
not be given for a variation in friction coefficient, as peak acous-
tic power levels change without a clear tendency (Figure4).
This behaviour was also found for the pad-on-disc models, but
for the sake of brevity not depicted here, as it is only slightly
different from the development of peak kinetic energy changes
studied in [65]. The pad modes, as they are in-plane acting, are
responsible for the load of the fed-in energy; this can either
lead directly to squeal in the sense of a pad-mode instability by
activating the underlying out-of-plane disc vibrations ortrans-
fer the energy to a mode-coupling instability very similar to
parametric resonances described in [82, 20]. It has been shown
that unstable pad modes contribute to squeal by amplifying the
out-of-plane disc vibrations or transferring energy to a mode-
coupling instability. Also,Pr act radially and are hence very
similar to the transient mechanism found by Kindaid et al.[58]
which is responsible for squeal at low pressures.

It is difficult to predict squeal frequencies by complex eigen-
value analysis or structural in-plane vibrations obtainedby a
forced response because, although they might be vibrationally
unstable, they might not be acoustically relevant, as shownby
resonancef4 and the pad modes. All modes at resonancesf4,
Pr, Pt andProt are inplane modes, but only the tangential pad
mode remains acoustically relevant over a range of pressures
and friction coefficients . Although the in-planen = 0 shear
mode,l = 0, is vibrationally very active and feeds in a lot of
energy into the system, it does not show any peak in the acous-
tic response. Results here show that in addition to performing
a complex eigenvalue analysis or an analysis of feed-in energy,
additionally calculations of kinetic energy and acoustic power
levels should be performed as mechanisms for squeal other than

mode-coupling can be subsequently isolated and treated in de-
sign modifications.
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